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In this work, we report the reorientation of magnetization by spin–orbit torque (SOT) in YIG/Pt bilayers. The SOT
is investigated by measuring the spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR), which is highly sensitive to the direction of magnetic
moment of YIG. An external in-plane rotating magnetic field which is applied to the YIG/Pt bilayers, and the evolutions
of SMR under different injected currents in the Pt layer, result in deviation of SMR curve from the standard shape. We
conclude that the SOT caused by spin accumulation near the interface between YIG and Pt can effectively reorient the inplane magnetic moment of YIG. This discovery provides an effective way to modulate YIG magnetic moments by electrical
methods.
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1. Introduction
Spin–orbit torque (SOT) has been experimentally and theoretically shown to be a useful method to modulate the magnetization orientation in nanoscale magnetic devices with currents, which are orders of magnitude lower than those required
for magnetic field-based control. [1–7] The magnetization can
be effectively manipulated by the current-induced SOT, and a
torque is generated in the presence of large spin–orbit coupling
(SOC). Due to the lower current density needed to reorient
magnetic moment of ferromagnets, the conversion of magnetization with SOT effect can be observed intuitively via current flow. [8] The SOT is categorized into two generic torques,
namely the field-like torque (τFL = 𝑀 × 𝑃 , where 𝑃 represents the non-equilibrium spin polarization direction and 𝑀
represents the magnetic moment vector) and the antidamping
torque (τDL = 𝑀 × (𝑃 × 𝑀 )). [9] The main effect of field-like
torque is the same as that of the torque exerted by a uniform
magnetic field, which causes the domain walls to reorient in
the direction perpendicular to 𝑃 . [10] In contrast, the antidamping torque induces the magnetic domain walls to reorient in the
in-plane direction.
The advent of SOT allows the electrical switching of
a single ferromagnetic (FM) layer with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) by a peripheral current. [5,9,11–16] The

anomalous Hall effect is usually used in experiment to test
the electrical switching. [17] Liu et al. [5] reported a giant spin
Hall effect (SHE) in β -Ta that generates spin currents intense
enough to induce efficient spin–torque switching of an out-ofplane polarized ferromagnet and an in-plane polarized ferromagnet at room temperature. Recently, Chen et al. [10,18] have
reported the use of pulsed current to modulate the transition of
Neel order in a NiO(001)/Pt heterostructure, and the detection
of the transition by a new method based on spin Hall magnetoresistance (SMR). They found that the Neel order is reoriented towards the direction of writing current because of the
antidamping torque. This discovery opens up an effective way
to the studying of the SOT-induced reorienting phenomenon
in other materials.
As a well-known room-temperature ferrimagnetic insulator with low damping coefficient and long magnon diffusion length, [19,20] the yttrium iron garnet (Y3 Fe5 O12 , YIG) has
been widely studied in spintronics. [21] Heavy metal (HM)/YIG
heterostructures exhibit many interesting phenomena such as
spin Seebeck effect [22] and spin Hall magnetoresistance. [23,24]
There are some rearches related to current-induced magnetization switching in YIG systems, [25,26] but in-plane magnetic
moment conversion induced by SOT has been rarely studied.
We postulate that the spin accumulation near the interface be-
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tween Pt and YIG will generate a torque acting on the YIG
magnetic moment. Due to the fact that the SMR is strongly
dependent on magnetization direction, [23,24,27] we investigate
the SMR curves under different injected currents in Pt in this
work. We find that the antidamping torques will reorient the
YIG magnetic moment even when the external magnetic field
is large enough to saturate the YIG magnetization.

2. Materials and methods
The YIG films with thickness of 5 nm and 3 nm were
grown on 5 mm×5 mm GGG (111) substrates by pulsed laser
deposition, and then 5-nm-thick Hall bar-shaped Pt was attached to the top of YIG by magnetron sputtering. The external magnetic field was applied to two directions, the first
direction being parallel to, and the second direction being perpendicular to the transversal direction of the Hall bar. The
coercivity values in both directions for the YIG(5 nm)/Pt and
YIG(3 nm)/Pt samples are characterized by the longitudinal
spin Seebeck effect induced inverse spin Hall effect voltage
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(VISHE ). [28–30] As shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), both samples
have small coercivities. Their magnetic moments can be saturated by small magnetic fields. The magnetization is almost
uniform in different directions of the YIG(5 nm)/Pt sample,
and the VISHE –H curves in different directions nearly overlap each other. However, for the YIG(3 nm)/Pt sample, a
rectangle-shaped M–H loop is obtained for the magnetic cycling along the long side of Hall bar, while a tilted elliptic
M–H loop is detected along the short side. This demonstrates
that the ultrathin YIG(3 nm)/Pt sample has strongly magnetic
anisotropy with respect to in-plane easy magnetic axis. The
anisotropy results from growth-specific factors, [31] such as lattice strain, [32] small misorientation of the film surface normal
with respect to the [111] direction, slightly off-normal plasma
plume orientation, or uniaxial in-plane strain due to growth
temperature gradients. [33] The uniaxial in-plane anisotropy of
ultrathin YIG film caused by local strain change during pulsed
laser deposition depends strongly on the thickness of YIG
layer. Therefore, compared with YIG(5 nm)/Pt sample, the
YIG(3 nm)/Pt sample has strong magnetic anisotropy.
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Fig. 1. [(a) and (b)] Normalized VISHE –H curves of YIG(5 nm)/Pt and YIG(3 nm)/Pt bilayers, respectively. (c) Schematic diagram of experimental setup with inset indicating optical image of YIG(3 nm)/Pt sample. The unit 1 Oe = 79.5775 A·m−1 .

During the measurement, a rotating external magnetic
field 𝐻 was applied to the in-plane direction of film. The
sample was placed in aluminum electromagnetic shielding to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio during the measurement. A
schematic of the experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1(c). The
inset of Fig. 1(c) shows the optical image of YIG(3 nm)/Pt
sample. Driving current (Je ) was applied along the x-axis Pt.

Two electrodes were aligned along the y axis to detect the voltage and measure the SMR effect. This setup has been used because the transversal resistivity Vy presented a low background
signal and thus gave a high signal-to-noise ratio. [23,34] The angle between the external magnetic field and Je is defined as β ,
and we define β 0 as the angle between the magnetic moment
(𝑀 ) and Je . The value of SMR is sensitively dependent on
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the direction between 𝑀 and Je . The transversal magnetoresistance is given by [24]
ρxy = ∆ρ sin(2β 0 ),

(1)

where ∆ρ is the magnitude of resistivity change as a function
of magnetization orientation. Therefore, the magnetic moment
direction can be obtained from the angle β 0 by using Eq. (1).

3. Results and discussion
Because the value of SMR changes periodically (180◦ ),
we only examine the SMR curves in one period (β = 0◦ –
180◦ ). When a large external magnetic field of 1500 Oe is
applied to the YIG(5 nm)/Pt sample, the magnetization lies
exactly along the direction of external field, i.e., β 0 = β . As
shown in Fig. 2(a), the experimental value of SMR can be well
fitted by Eq. (1). Even when Je is increased to 1×106 A/cm2 ,
the shape of SMR curve does not change and still remains
highly consistent with the theoretical curve. This indicates
that when the external magnetic field is large enough, the ap(a)

1.0

0

Figure 2(b) shows the dependence of SMR on magnetic
field angle (β ) when the injected current is 1×106 A/cm2 . It is
quite obvious that when the field decreases to 6 Oe and 4 Oe,
the SMR curves clearly no longer follow Eq. (1), deviating
from the theoretical predicted values. Therefore, when the
field decreases to a few Oe, the effect of injected current Je
on the magnetic moment of YIG cannot be neglected. The
magnetization of YIG is not saturated with H decreasing constantly, and irregular SMR curves are observed to cover up the
current effect (see Fig. S2). So, we will discuss only the SMR
curves when the external field is above the saturation field.
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plied torque of external magnetic field on 𝑀 is larger than the
torque due to the driving current Je . The orientation of magnetic moment is mainly determined by the external magnetic
field 𝐻. The influence of SOT on the 𝑀 is negligible. Similarly, the SMR curves are in consistence with Eq. (1) in the
YIG(20 nm)/Pt sample (see Fig. S1). When the film of YIG
grows, the direction of 𝑀 cannot be changed because the SOT
is not strong enough to reorient 𝑀 .
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Fig. 2. (a) YIG(5 nm)/Pt SMR curves with different values of Je under external magnetic field of H = 1500 Oe. (b) YIG(5 nm)/Pt SMR curves
with Je = 1 × 106 A/cm2 versus in-plane rotation angle under magnetic field of 10, 6, and 4 Oe.

The SMRs under different values of Je in the
YIG(5 nm)/Pt sample are also measured when the external
magnetic field is fixed at 4 Oe. The result is still in agreement with the theoretical value when the driving current Je =
1 × 105 A/cm2 (see Fig. 3(a)). However, when Je increases
to 2 × 105 A/cm2 , the experimental data have a significant
shift toward higher angles relative to the theoretical values (see
Fig. 3(b)). If the current further increases to 1×106 A/cm2 and
2 × 106 A/cm2 separately, the degree of deviation slightly in-

creases as shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). This indicates that
the 𝑀 no longer exactly follows the external magnetic field
direction if Je is large enough although the 4-Oe field is above
the saturation field of sample. Based on Eq. (1), the actual angle (β 0 ) between the 𝑀 and Je can be calculated. Figures 4(a)
and 4(b) show the relationship between the theoretical value
β and the actual value β 0 . As shown in Fig. 4(a), when Je
is 1×105 A/cm2 , β 0 is synchronized with β . The magnitude
of change in β 0 is essentially the same as the angle variation
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of 90◦ –180◦ , i.e., β < β 0 . This implies that the direction of
𝑀 does not completely coincide with the external magnetic
field. Hence, under a low magnetic field, the torque applied
to the magnetic moment by the external magnetic field is not
the only significant torque for determining the direction of 𝑀
alignment.
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of external magnetic field. The torque for modulating the direction of magnetic moment is provided mainly by the external magnetic field. When the driving current Je increases to
2×105 , 1×106 , and 2×106 A/cm2 separately, β and β 0 deviate from each other. The variations in β 0 lag behind β when
β is 0◦ –90◦ , i.e., β > β 0 , while β 0 gets ahead of β in a range
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Fig. 3. Curves of normalized SMR–β versus β for the YIG(5 nm)/Pt sample with driving current Je = 1 × 105 (a), 2 × 105 (b), 1 × 106 (c), and
2 × 106 A/cm2 (d) under external magnetic field 4 Oe.
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Fig. 4. Relationships between theoretical value β and actual value β 0 in
YIG(5 nm)/Pt sample under different values of (a) driving current Je and (b)
𝐻, with insert showing that antidamping torque is applied to 𝑀 , causing
𝑀 to deviate from the direction of external magnetic field 𝐻.

The similar phenomenon is also observed in Fig. 4(b).
The current amplitude for writing is fixed at 1×106 A/cm2 .
For H = 10 Oe, β 0 is nearly equal to β , the magnetization
rotates coherently with magnetic field. On the other hand, if
the external magnetic field further reduces 6 Oe and 4 Oe, β 0
gradually deviates from β . It means that the torque produced
by injected current Je has an influence on 𝑀 .
Therefore, a large current in Pt will cause the magnetization in YIG to be reorientated, and the reason needs to be
explored in depth. As is well known, an Oersted field and
Joule heating effect will emerge when a large current density will be applied. However, because the direction of Je remains unchanged in this experiment, the direction of the Oersted field which is determined by Je is also constant. If the
Oersted field leads the magnetization to be reorientated, the
change period of SMR should be 360◦ rather than 180◦ which
is not the case in our measurement results. Meanwhile, the
Joule heat produced by Je is the same. If the deviation of
the SMR curve is caused by Joule heat, the SMR curves of
YIG(20 nm)/Pt should be the same as that of YIG(5 nm)/Pt
which is not consistent with the experimental phenomenon
(see Fig. 2 and Fig. S1). Therefore, the reorientation of the
magnetization does not origin from the Oersted field nor Joule
heating effect.
A further insight into this reorientation process can be
gained analyzing in depth the SOT in the SMR curves. Since
the directions of field-like torques are out-of-plane, it is worth
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noting that reactive field-like torques are forbidden due to
the in-plane magnetization. [10] of YIG. The inset of Fig. 4(a)
shows the change of actual angle β 0 under the external magnetic field 𝐻 and the antidamping torques when the β is below
and above 90◦ , respectively. The 𝑀 is aligned along the direction of external magnetic field 𝐻 when the external magnetic
field is sufficient to saturate the YIG magnetization as shown
in Fig. 2(a). However, under a low external magnetic field
and the application of a large Je to Pt, the spin accumulation
near the YIG/Pt interface due to the spin Hall effect will generate antidamping torques τDL perpendicular to the 𝑀 . The
τDL causes the 𝑀 to deviate from the direction of the external magnetic field. The detailed relationship between β and
β 0 is presented in the inset of Fig. 4(a). When β = 0◦ –90◦ , the
τDL induces clockwise force, and so β 0 is less than β and the
actual value ρxy = −∆ρ sin(2β 0 ) lags behind the theoretical
value ρxy = −∆ρ sin(2β ). When β = 90◦ , i.e., 𝑀 is parallel
to spin polarization, antidamping torque on 𝑀 becomes zero,
leading the 𝑀 to be aligned with the direction of the external magnetic field, i.e., β 0 = β . For β > 90◦ , the antidamping
torque is anticlockwise, resulting in β 0 > β . By calculating
the corresponding ρxy , it can be found that the actual value of
SMR is ahead of the theoretical value. It is thus inferred that
the antidamping torque always aligns 𝑀 with the direction
parallel to Je .
Je=1T103 A/cm2
Je=1T105 A/cm2
H=4 Oe

Normalized SMR

1.5
1.0
0.5
0
-0.5
-1.0

representing SMR deviate from the grey dots and shift towards
higher angles. The offset direction is consistent with that in
YIG (5 nm)/Pt. Therefore, the antidamping torques still exist
in the magnetic anisotropy in YIG(3 nm)/Pt.
We also notice that in the work by Mendil et al. [26] a sudden 180◦ reversal of the magnetization from the positive to the
negative direction of easy axis is present when applied magnetic field is 60 µT. Furthermore, they also observed that as
the magnitude of the external magnetic field Bext and currentinduced BI are in the range of tens of µT, the Oersted field BI
shifts to the magnetization reversal and changes the period of
transversal spin Hall magnetoresistance Rxy versus field direction curves from 180◦ to 360◦ . In this work, however, since the
applied magnetic field is as high as 4 Oe which is much larger
than tens of µT, the direction of magnetization is not reversed,
but deviate from the external field direction. According to our
analysis, under higher field, SOT plays a more important role
than the Oersted field in the reorientation of magnetization.

4. Conclusion and perspectives
In this work, we provide an experimental evidence for
magnetization reorientation induced by SOT in a YIG/Pt system. The SMR measurements under different external magnetic fields and different values of driving current Je accurately
characterize the 𝑀 direction change caused by antidamping
torques. Our investigation indicates that the variations of the
YIG magnetic properties may be strongly influenced by the
driving current Je , even when the external magnetic field is
above the saturation field of sample. It is concluded that the
SOT is an effective method to achieve in-plane magnetic moment reorientation and may be used in the future study to improve the performances of YIG-based spintronic devices.
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